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This entry - ZX-81's web site

Jul 30, 2006 - zx-81 on Jul 31 2006, 13:15. Awesome job with all of the hard work you've done with the VBA emulator! I have a couple of questions though:. 
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Blog Export: ZX-81's web site, http://zx81.zx81.free.fr/serendipity/



Sunday, July 30. 2006



PSPVBA: GameBoy Advance Emulator for PSP v1.2.3



Hi All, Who said i give up ? I never give up when i got ideas to make things going better . Here is a new version of PSPVBA the GameBoy Advance Emulator for PSP, which is a bit faster (up to 6% on v-rally 3) compared to v1.2.2 ! This version doesn't work for +2.0 FW ! What's new in version 1.2.3 : - Rewrite critical parts of graphic emulation source code - Rewrite critical parts of the ARM emulator to make it going faster - Review memory cache strategy - Bug fix and code cleaning How to use it ? Have a look to the README.txt file ! One binary version for 1.5 FW and sources are included in the zip archive. This package is under GPL Copyright, read COPYING file for more information about it. pspvba-v1.2.3.zip Enjoy, Zx. If you want to discuss on this emulator, you can do it here : zx81's forum on dcemu network



Posted by zx-81 in GameBoy Adv at 19:48 Thanksss , two versions in one day !!!! Davka on Jul 30 2006, 22:21 great work zx.. this version run really fast.. now I don't care if $ony stop making umd titles.. I have pspvba..what more to ask for? thanx alot oKami on Jul 30 2006, 22:23 wow, i thought u gave up but it seems youres still goin at it. keep up the good work and remeber that were all behind you. THANKS FOR EVERYTHING. kelvin on Jul 31 2006, 01:10 You, Sir, are a true hero. My thanks for all your work and not giving up!
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Blog Export: ZX-81's web site, http://zx81.zx81.free.fr/serendipity/ Tygur on Jul 31 2006, 04:40 Merci beaucoup, j'espere qu'Advance Wars marche bien ! un francais on Jul 31 2006, 11:44 Salut !!! Bon courage avec l'emu GBA. On a deja bien derouillee yoyo et moi pour la Snes. Si tu as le temps, je pense que tu sais ou trouver mon mail si tu veux discuter. A+ Laxer3A (TYL) on Jul 31 2006, 12:36 Coucou Laxer3A, Merci pour ton petit mot ... je viens de t'envoyer mes coordonnees par email . A bientot Zx. zx-81 on Jul 31 2006, 13:15 Awesome job with all of the hard work you've done with the VBA emulator! I have a couple of questions though: When I play my Pokemon Fire Red GBA rom I cant save in the game because it gives me an error saying "Save Error, Please Exchange The Backup Memory". My other problem is when i'm playing my DBZ Buu's Fury rom I get and error saying "The Game Will Not Run On This Hardware" right when i'm about to enter the Grand Kai's house towards the beginning of the game. Thanks in advance nrok45 on Aug 1 2006, 03:54 You gotta find the patch for the dbz game or else it dosent work. i remember when i use to have that same problem like 1 year ago, so i found the patch and patcher and fixed it and beat the game without any problems. DBZ on Aug 1 2006, 06:35 Oh man I would be very grateful if you could tell me where I can get the patch at! I really wanna be able to play this game on my PSP so badly! nrok45 on Aug 1 2006, 09:34 http://forums.qj.net/showthread.php?t=63390 TOI on Aug 1 2006, 13:21 When is the next update? Cloud on Aug 1 2006, 15:42 soon Zx zx-81 on Aug 1 2006, 20:08 what is the best choice for disable gpu chache yes or no? . on Aug 2 2006, 02:07 When you disable the cache write back, it's faster but with some graphic artefacts. Zx zx-81 on Aug 2 2006, 08:49 my psp doesn't want to play pspvba emulator. I put it to work with gba game. amaury on Aug 3 2006, 17:40 Did you take the good version for your firmware ? Did you install it properly (have a look to the readme file ). Zx zx-81 on Aug 3 2006, 19:31 umm i got a question for u i see your playing an english version of
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Blog Export: ZX-81's web site, http://zx81.zx81.free.fr/serendipity/ a japanese game Fire Emblem if its not any trouble.. um can u send the rom to me via email or if not tell me where i might get the rom thanx PS love your emulator your awesome Sincerly Your true fan Nest on Aug 8 2006, 06:01 juuegos jose angel peres sanches on Aug 15 2006, 23:28 hi, i have a problem with the VBA emulator it wnt let me save my pokemon black chaos game because it says save error please replace backup memory how do i fix it? thanx sparky on Sep 5 2006, 14:57 Hi, A folder called "save" should exist in the pspvba directory ... If it doesn't exist, It might explain your bug .. Take care, Zx. zx-81 on Sep 10 2006, 17:01 i've got pokemon chaos black version for vba and everytime i try to save it.. it wont let me...it said save error, exchange backup file.... How do i fix it so i can play it....Thanx matys on Sep 30 2006, 08:26 hi, i cant play this on my psp it says the data is corrupted.. how do i put it on my psp? rodrigo on Feb 8 2007, 04:12 i have the same problem with the pokemon fire red, and i just checked to make sure there is a folder called "save" and there was, any other posible reasons other than a bad rom? krazzed on Mar 30 2007, 15:19 Exactly the same prob and have been trying for 2 days now to fix it could some1 plz help? =) dont give me the save folder crap it doesnt work nor that other bull process with save files and copying just the rom, emulator, and save state into a seperate folder, cheers =) Lok3 on Apr 12 2007, 18:52 none of my pokemon roms save... its so annoying... help?? kuchiki fan on Apr 29 2007, 21:08 i have been there i still am not sure exactly where it is ? Could you tell me more clearly ? i want buu's fury to work on my VBA very badly krzion on May 8 2007, 22:47 this might help...even though i sound like a total noob.......do you save in game by going to start then save...etc.....or do you press shift+1-9........if you press shift+1-9......(1-9 means any number from 1 to 9)......then it should work...if nto just save in game......if those dont work....i dunno..... answers..... on May 17 2007, 00:30 i need help...i cant find the dbz buus fury patcher anywhere.....pls help answers.....pls..... on May 17 2007, 00:31 hey dude...umm...same here...i wanna play the fire emblem in english...so can you get back to me please so i can actually read it?? thanx dude! josh on May 20 2007, 10:19 when i try play my vba emulator it said save corrupted what shuld i do wojo on May 30 2007, 14:01
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Blog Export: ZX-81's web site, http://zx81.zx81.free.fr/serendipity/ i cant save my fire red rom it keeps saying "exchange backup file" wat should i do BAM on Jun 5 2007, 09:50 i cant save in my pokemon firered rom, it says " exchange the backup memory" please email me, thx killer on Jun 19 2007, 23:15 HELP!! im using the VisualBoyAdvance emulator now (long story...) anyway, i've got a rom for Buu's Fury but encounter the exact same problem as with the PSP emulator (the bit where you enter grand kai's mansion but get that "The Game Will Not Run On This Hardware" message. Is there any way i can sort this problem out please?!?! Would be very much appreciated! =] SUPRA on Jul 22 2007, 23:29 Use the gpsp emulator instead of this one Zx zx-81 on Jul 23 2007, 08:45 how do i install it on my psp? please help me please!!!! wat do i rename wat folder do i put it in? do i extract files??? chedr on Sep 9 2007, 14:50 hai ilIAS on Sep 14 2007, 19:21 im running homebrew m33, your emulator works but it is very choppy, do i need to downgrade or is there anything i can do to fix this, in the recovery console i have set kernal to 1.50 and things seem to have sped up a fraction but it is still nigh on unplayable. thanks for your time, this appears to be some very well thought out software Pok'efiend on Sep 17 2007, 22:41 damn i'm not getting smarter with this game... i'm talkin' about buu's fury... "the game will not run on this harware" i need help about this please!!!! if you have any info or if you can help me send me a mail... [email protected] struka on Dec 4 2007, 02:25 Alright everyone, I have the answer. When u want to save in pokemon in the regular way u have to go to options: emulator: save type: and change to 128k and then reset the game. when u do this though u will lose your current game but after you should be able to save reguarly. Have only tested this on VBA. oh, and if you need anny help, just mail me. im the allknowing machine William on Feb 27 2008, 00:33 the 128k thing didnt work for the fire red... any advice? lgw on May 24 2008, 16:57 This is a dead project, use gpsp instead Zx zx-81 on May 24 2008, 17:20 Um I tried it and I just get a message saying "This game cannot be started The Data is Corrupted" Is there something I forgot to download or something else I was supposed to do....(My mistake wasn't leaveing them in the fw1.5 folder and it looks right but then I click and nothing...what's wrong...) Mikey on May 28 2008, 04:55 You have to install a custom firmware (have a look on dcemu.co.uk or pspupdates.qj.net for details) Btw, this is a dead project, you'd better install gpsp emulator which is much faster than this one, Zx zx-81 on May 28 2008, 09:00 hi i downloaded the program but im not quite sure on how to put it on my psp.... when ever i try it says corrupt data on my psp in the game file if u could be nice and tell me on how to put it onto my psp so i can my games it would be much appreaciated...
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Blog Export: ZX-81's web site, http://zx81.zx81.free.fr/serendipity/ thanks, Brandon Brandon on Jun 7 2008, 00:17 You need to install a custom firmware on your psp to be able to run any homebrew (see on pspupdates.qj.net or dcemu.co.uk for details). PSPVba is a dead project, you'd better install gpsp instead ... Zx zx-81 on Jun 7 2008, 00:42 i want to play the pokemon in my psp khaza hamim on Jul 14 2008, 14:05 http://www.message_chibolamo.com/ nick_cnadom on May 17 2009, 06:39 Thank you for the save on the Pokemon Fire red,its my dream can play Pokemon Fire red,its now,is realize my dream!!Thank you evebody!!!Good bYE!!! Lunatic for Pokemon Fire red on Mar 26 2010, 19:52 is there any way u can get vba on psp without any cfw or a pc or pandora battery. i dunno how 2 get it while on psp internet browser tom on Aug 25 2010, 23:03
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Aug 26, 2006 - Also my fingers weren't even near the start, L, or R, butttons. I hope u can fix it. It also happens frequently. also those spam-prevention image ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Mar 17, 2007 - This software is distributed under several open-source/free software licenses, and mainly the MIT/X Consortium License. See LICENSE.txt file ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Jun 23, 2007 - including notepad, music player, image viewer, address book, calendar, calculator, and clock. It has been written by Rob_psp. It is distributed ...
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Thanks, keep up the good work, I love your Emulators, looking forward to try this later this night. Chris23235 on Oct 24 2009, 22:49. Woohoo!!! trying it out now.
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Jan 23, 2007 - Add Aenea as the author of the first PSP port (i'm sorry for this mistake !) How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file. Sources are ...
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May 18, 2006 - New Speed optimization. - Add screen resize menu (x1.25, x1.5, x2). - Add .img disk file support. - Add a file (run.txt) to specify association ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Nov 12, 2007 - released in 1989 by Miles Gordon Technology. For more information on the machine itself, including history and technical specification you can ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Wednesday, July 26. 2006. Portable VNC v1.2.2 ... DrNicket on Jul 27 2006, 06:16. I accidentally came ... Ody nOOb on Aug 31 2006, 10:52. Hello! Anyway idea ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Mar 11, 2011 - It's a sad day, i've just watched the news on TV and this tsunami that reached the Japan coast was a nightmare. All my condolence goes to the ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Apr 13, 2007 - Thanks to Wraggster and DCEmu's Staff, I'm pleased to announced you that i have got a new web site on DCEmu network, with a new design ...
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Oct 12, 2008 - It permits to edit even huge text file, in both dos and unix mode, ... http://speedkiller.site90.com/index.php?p=1_10_Deutsches-PSPWRITE.
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Aug 22, 2009 - This version of PSPMSX supports IRDA-Joystick box designed by my good ... PCB and programmed the PIC micro-controller, while i was in ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Oct 22, 2009 - cant' notice any glitches, sometimes it doesn't work). Zx zx-81 on Oct 23 ... For example, the part of world 1 where you're on the giant dinosaur's ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Sep 28, 2008 - How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file. ... If i get it right, this hcd-converter was made to convert iso/wav into. "official's" psp-pce ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Jan 23, 2008 - Can you add support for Windows 1251 (cp-1251) codepage?? ... so if anyone is having problems with the 1.5 version try the 3.x one instead.
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Jan 20, 2008 - Nice emulator - I followed the advice and laded my cas images in windows, then saved a sna file after the games had loaded. Time Bandit and ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Sunday, November 18. 2007. GP2X-GNU Chess: Chess game for GP2X v1.0.1. Hi All,. GNU Chess is command line Chess program running on many differents ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Blog Export: ZX-81's web site, http://zx81.zx81.free.fr/serendipity/. Sunday .... I guess I'll try to completely remove it and re-download and re-install it, and if that doesn't work I'll just have to .... Upload uncompressed format on torrent? Would
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Monday, March 17. 2008. PSPTI99 : A TI-99/4 Emulator for PSP v1.0.3 ... zx-81 on Mar 25 2008, 08:33 ahh thank you for the information! Happy user on Mar 25 ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Oct 10, 2007 - (might be useful to translate menus in german, french ...) - Bug fix in the file requester. How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file.
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jk rowling on Sep 18 2006, 21:04. Excellent work - Mazogs on the move - fantastic! sgoll on Sep 27 2006, 00:56. Thanks for your comment,. Take care, Zx.
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GBA's lack of a backlight) could be darkened back down. the screenshot you used here is a good example of a washed out game. WACOMalt on Jul 12 2006, ...
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Sep 17, 2007 - (might be useful to translate psp2600 menus in german, french ...) - Bug fix in file requester. How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file.
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

why do you not bought a casio fx-cg10 by 99$ and port for it a emu? prizm on Oct 4 2012, 21:55. Hi, ... less than 80$. Cheers, Zx zx-81 on Oct 4 2012, 23:18.
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